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Abstract: Regular peculiarities like tremors and tornadoes 

become catastrophes as a result of an absence of mindfulness on 

the best way to develop reasonable debacle safe houses by utilizing 

feasible advancements. It has been seen that this obliviousness 

brings about the infringement of the essential guidelines of good 

development and danger safe innovation prompting passing's, 

injury, and inappropriate difficulty to individuals alongside 

enormous misfortunes as far as houses and framework. This paper 

centers around the development of peril safe stone work structures 

just as the rebuilding and retrofitting of the current workmanship 

structures. It has been seen that even RCC development is 

additionally regularly done in a non-designed way. Consequently, 

some essential yet basic data is given on RCC development too. 

Since the paper is intended to direct workers for hire, artisans, and 

mortgage holders, a greatest conceivable utilization of visuals 

including photos of genuine development has been made with text 

included where required. The paper depends on different codes 

and rules of the Bureau of Indian Standards and is connected to 

the Vulnerability Atlas made by the Ministry of Housing and 

Urban Poverty Alleviation. 

 

Keywords: Disaster, Earthquakes, Landslides, Floods, Cyclones, 

Damages, Techniques and Methods. 

1. Introduction 

Vulnerability to Disasters India has been powerless, in 

changing degrees, to countless natural, just as, human-made 

catastrophes by virtue of its extraordinary geo-climatic and 

financial conditions. It is profoundly helpless against floods, 

dry seasons, tornadoes, earthquakes, avalanches, torrential 

slides, and woodland fires. Out of 28 states and 8 union 

territories in the country, 27 of them are disaster-prone. 

Practically 58.6 percent of the landmass is inclined to quakes of 

moderate to extremely focused energy; north of 40 million 

hectares (12 percent of land) are inclined to floods and stream 

disintegration; of the 7,516 km long shore, near 5,700 km is 

inclined to tornadoes and waves; 68% of the cultivable region 

is defenseless against dry spell and bumpy regions are in danger 

from avalanches and torrential slides. A table of serious fiascos 

that occurred in India during the past 20 decades is made. 

 

 

 

 
Table 1 

Major disasters 

 

2. Concentration 

Understanding various techniques and technological 

advancements relating to a specific disaster. Every calamity has 

its own remarkable issues which require its own exceptional 

methodology and should be managed taking into account 

extreme conditions. Understanding them momentarily can have 

a gigantic effect in diminishing the effect of the disaster. (For 

instance utilization of base isolation gadgets or seismic dampers 

to decrease the effect of the earthquake). 

The utilization of such progressions/procedures either during 

development or post-development of harmless constructions to 

lessen the effect of a fiasco. Examination of a procedure and 

deciding whether it's attainable monetarily just as in fact (as 

talented or taught work/artisan will most likely be unable to 

get/use/gain the said strategy). 

To come up with the most proficient and efficient 

development procedures and additionally innovative 

progressions remembering the accessible materials, 

practicability and monetary states of the district. In this way, the 

paper focuses on the four significant calamities: Earthquake, 

Landslides, Floods and Cyclones thinking about every one of 

the regular peculiarities happening all around the districts of 

India i.e. North, South, West and East India. 

A. Earthquakes  

The low-power earthquakes happen much of the time in the 

contact zone of plate limits or as per primary shortcoming, 

similar to the Main Boundary Fault (MBF) or the Main Central 
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Thrust in the Himalayan area or along a chain of pushes 

stretching out from Lohit region (with Mishmi issue) in the 

north to Manipur and further south. From the mid-nineteenth 

century till date, there have been seven tremors with a force of 

>7.0 on the Richter scale, of which the two happening in 1897 

and in 1950 were exceptionally extreme, the first estimating 8.7 

and the second one 8.5 on the Richter scale. The quake of 1950 

not just caused colossal loss of property and life however even 

shifted the direction of numerous waterways including the 

morphology, particularly the profundity profile of the 

Brahmaputra. 

1) Damages caused to structure 

In the majority of cases, it was observed that structures were 

neither designed by following seismic provisions of code nor 

the construction was completely carried out accordingly. The 

size of structural members, especially columns in one direction, 

was much less than what is recommended by IS-1893. Other 

construction faults were the improper placement of 

reinforcement, unequal & insufficient concrete cover in the 

same members, poor concrete compaction and substandard 

formwork, etc. Based on all this information, it is concluded 

that the major reason for structural collapse and damage of 

residential and institutional buildings during the earthquake was 

the insufficient strength of vertical supporting members 

including columns, masonry walls, un-reinforced concrete 

walls, and bonded or un-bonded rubble masonry walls. 

 
Fig. 1.  Damages due to earthquake 

 

2) Techniques that can be practiced while constructing 

1. The Levitating Structure   

 

 
Fig. 2.  Pictorial representation of Levitating Structure 

Japanese engineers have taken base isolation to a new level. 

Their system actually levitates a building on a cushion of air. 

Here's how it works: Sensors on the building detect the telltale 

seismic activity of an earthquake. The network of sensors 

communicates with an air compressor, which, within a half-

second of being alerted, forces air between the building and its 

foundation. The cushion of air lifts the structure up to 1.18 

inches (3 centimeters) off the ground, isolating it from the 

forces that could tear it apart. When the earthquake subsides, 

the compressor turns off, and the building settles back down to 

its foundation. 

2. Shock Absorbers  

 

 
Fig. 3.  Working of shock absorbers 

 

Another tried-and-true technology to help buildings stand up 

to earthquakes takes its cue from the auto industry. You're 

familiar with the shock absorber -- the device that controls 

unwanted spring motion in your car. Shock absorbers slow 

down and reduce the magnitude of vibratory motions by turning 

the kinetic energy of your bouncing suspension into heat energy 

that can be dissipated through hydraulic fluid. In physics, this 

is known as damping, which is why some people refer to shock 

absorbers as dampers. Turns out dampers can be useful when 

designing earthquake-resistant buildings. Engineers generally 

place dampers at each level of a building, with one end attached 

to a column and the other end attached to a beam. Each damper 

consists of a piston head that moves inside a cylinder filled with 

silicone oil. When an earthquake strikes, the horizontal motion 

of the building causes the piston in each damper to push against 

the oil, transforming the quake’s mechanical energy into heat. 

3. Pendulum Power  

 
Fig. 4.  Pictorial representation of pendulum 

 

Damping can take many structures. Another arrangement, 

particularly for high rises, includes suspending a huge mass 

close to the highest point of the design. Steel links support the 

mass, while thick liquid dampers lie between the mass and the 

structure it's attempting to ensure. At the point when seismic 

action makes the structure influence, the pendulum moves the 

other way, scattering the energy. Engineers allude to such 

frameworks as tuned mass dampers on the grounds that every 

pendulum is tuned unequivocally to a construction's regular 

vibrational recurrence. In the event that ground movement 
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makes a structure sway at its reverberation recurrence, the 

structure will vibrate with a lot of energy and will probably 

encounter harm. The job of a tuned mass damper is to balance 

reverberation and to limit the powerful reaction of the 

construction. 

4. Rocking Core Wall 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Rocking core wall 

 

In many modern high-rise buildings, engineers use core-wall 

construction to increase seismic performance at lower cost. In 

this design, a reinforced concrete core runs through the heart of 

the structure, surrounding the elevator banks. For extremely tall 

buildings, the core wall can be quite substantial -- at least 30 

feet in each plan direction and 18 to 30 inches thick. A better 

solution for structures in earthquake zones calls for a rocking-

core wall combined with base isolation. A rocking core-wall 

rocks at the ground level to prevent the concrete in the wall from 

being permanently deformed. To accomplish this, engineers 

reinforce the lower two levels of the building with steel and 

incorporate post-tensioning along the entire height. In post-

tensioning systems, steel tendons are threaded through the core 

wall. The tendons act like rubber bands, which can be tightly 

stretched by hydraulic jacks to increase the tensile strength of 

the core-wall. 

5. Shape Memory Alloy  

 
Fig. 6. Visual representation of Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) 

 

Enter the shape memory alloy, which can bear weighty 

strains and still return to its unique shape. Many architects are 

trying different things with these purported brilliant materials 

as substitutes for customary steel-and-concrete construction. 

One promising combination is nickel titanium, or nitinol, which 

offers 10 to 30 percent more elasticity than steel . In one 2012 

review, specialists at the College of Nevada, Reno, analyzed the 

seismic presentation of scaffold segments made of steel and 

cement with segments made of nitinol and concrete. The shape 

memory compound outflanked the customary materials on all 

levels and experienced undeniably less harm. 

6. Carbon Fiber Wrap  

It's a good idea to consider tremor opposition when you're 

constructing another design, however retrofitting old structures 

to further develop their seismic performance is comparably 

significant. Engineers have observed that adding base-isolation 

frameworks to structures is both practical and monetarily 

appealing. Another promising arrangement, a lot more 

straightforward to execute, requires an innovation known as 

fiber-reinforced plastic wrap, or FRP. Makers produce these 

wraps by blending carbon strands in with restricting polymers, 

like epoxy, polyester, vinyl ester, or nylon, to make a 

lightweight, yet all at once unimaginably solid, composite 

material. 

 

 
Fig. 7.  Carbon fiber wrap of a beam 

 

In retrofit applications, designs just fold the material over 

concrete help segments of bridges or structures and afterward 

siphon compressed epoxy into the hole between the column and 

the material. In light of the plan prerequisites, designers might 

rehash this interaction six or multiple times, making a mummy-

wrapped beam with essentially higher strength and flexibility. 

Incredibly, even tremor harmed columns can be fixed with 

carbon-fiber wraps. In one review, analysts observed that 

debilitated expressway span segments covered with the 

composite material were 24 to 38 percent more grounded than 

opened up unwrapped columns. 

B. Landslides  

Generally, enormous avalanches in the Himalayan region 

have been set off by times of exceptional precipitation or 

seismic shaking, heavy precipitation. The Factors of avalanche 

causation and setting off. 

 
Fig. 8.  Causes of landslides 
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1) Damages caused to structure 

The degree of damage by a landslide to building structures 

located at some distance from the toe of the slant is reliant upon 

the avalanche's mathematical area and topographical 

conditions, as displayed in the figure beneath. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Landslide impact to building structure at different distance from 

slope toe 

 

Various kinds of building designs will experience fluctuating 

harm in a similar avalanche. Consequently, the complete harm 

is the consequence of a coupling impact between the avalanche 

and the structures. It is in this manner inadequate to only 

investigate the avalanche security in a fiasco assessment; the 

damage condition of building structures because of the 

avalanche sway should likewise be considered. The effective 

power of an avalanche is connected with its sliding velocity, 

which relies upon many variables. 

 

 
Fig. 10.  Damages due to landslide 

 

2) Techniques that can be practiced while constructing 

GNSS Continuously Observation Reference Station i.e. Real 

time Deformation, Landslide and Subsidence Monitoring with 

GNSS. 

 

 
Fig. 11.  GNSS reference station 

 

This technique can be used for hazards like Earthquake, 

Landslides, Tsunami & Volcano. 

 
Fig. 12.  Working illustration of GNSS 

 

The GNSS consistent perception framework screens 

development in bedrock and the earth's crust for seismic tremor 

and avalanche forecast, and positional changes in the removal 

of constructions (foundation, for example, streets, spans, water 

entryways, dams, and banks). The framework joins estimation 

information with a scope of data handling calculations. 

 

High Joule Net (HJN) i.e. High energy absorption-type rock-

fall barrier. 

 

 
Fig. 13.  High Joule Net 

 

"High Joule Net" is a reserve type rockfall barrier to be 

introduced on the slant between a rockfall event position and 

appearance position. This item is fit for dealing with huge 

rockfall energy up to 3000 kJ finding falling rocks by cable net, 

to be wrapped, associated with a brake component (cushion 

carry out). The restoration of function after catching rocks is 

easily achieved, only by simple repair work at the site without 

replacing the entire net. 

The working of High Joule Net is clarified in the 

accompanying figures. 

High Joule Net is a high energy retention type rockfall 

counteraction fence development technique focusing on the 

following three characteristics: 

1) Capable of absorbing predefined rock fall energy 

with support intervals of 5 m-10m. 

2) Equipped for retaining predefined rock fall energy 

with a powerful fence tallness of 3m-7m following 

domestic norms. 

3) Assimilation of rockfall energy is because of the 
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capacity of a unique brake component (cushion 

execute). 

4) Can be fixed locally to such an extent that it holds 

the predefined usefulness. 

 

 
Fig. 14. a.  Action in case of rock fall to the net between posts 

 

 
Fig. 14. b.  Actions in case of rocks falls directly to a post 

 

 Landslide/Slope Failure Prevention Method:  

Landslide / Slope Failure Prevention Method which enables 

the preservation or recovery of vegetation.  

 

 
Fig. 15.  Landslide failure prevention technique 

 

By exploiting these highlights of the action (climate 

amicable), it safeguards the indigenous habitat obviously 

superior to the regular technique, on top of its unique 

motivation behind calamity counteraction. It can contribute 

directly as a “hard” interface to local disaster prevention by 

introducing the slope especially adjacent to residential houses 

and public facilities where landslides frequently happen. 

Moreover, cooperation with government and neighborhood 

plan specialists likewise adds to carrying out slope debacle 

avoidance measures. 

 
Fig. 16.  Solution illustration 

 

The NONFRAME technique is a sort of soil nailing that can 

stabilize the slope while safeguarding or recuperating 

vegetation. On account of settling the normal incline, this 

strategy can be built without cutting trees. This strategy can 

obviously be applied just as cutting or ruined incline. For this 

situation, the slope is completely covered with vegetation after 

development, since this strategy doesn't cover the slope with 

concrete. 

 Highly Resilient Restraining Wall for Landslide 

Prevention 

 

Fig. 17.  Highly resilient restraining wall 

 

The blend of the Implant Deterrence Piles and Implant 

Retaining Walls will forestall avalanches brought about by 

monstrous tremors and heavy deluges. The plies are implanted 

into stable ground hold soils and permit inordinate groundwater 

to stream down through the pile gap. All development systems 

are quickly completed on top of the piles without the 

aggravation of day to day existence and the general climate. 

Deterrence piles installed into the steady ground hold soils 

and adequately permit over the top groundwater to stream down 

through pile gaps. Simultaneously, nonstop sheet piles hold 

slopes falling. They are squeezed in from the highest point of 

the pile wall without the unsettling influence of regular routines 

and the general climate. 
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Fig. 18. 

 

Embed Restraining Wall is built by a solitary grouping of 

occasions because of the immediate establishment of divider 

components. Regardless of whether underground impediments 

exist, the limiting divider can be quickly finished in the briefest 

conceivable time. Speed is one of the main elements for 

catastrophe counteraction work. 

C. Floods  

Floods are a common yearly component of Assam when the 

Brahmaputra and its feeders, with its enormous catchments, 

surpass the restriction of its banks' release and lower a 

considerable piece of the Brahmaputra plain. In extremely 

serious floods, 3,000,000 to 4,000,000 hectares of land are 

impacted. These floods happen between May and September i.e 

during the time of the mid-year storm. The floods influence the 

yields, cause disintegration, break banks, wash away steers, 

annihilate houses, remove trees, and even influence the 

untamed life asylums. 

1) Damages caused to structure 

Regardless of whether the flooding at a structure results from 

storm flood, riverine flooding, or metropolitan flooding, the 

actual powers of the floodwaters which follow up on the 

construction are for the most part isolated into three burden 

cases. These heap cases are Hydrostatic burdens, 

Hydrodynamic loads, and Impact loads. These heap cases can 

regularly be exacerbated by the impacts of water scouring soil 

from around and beneath the establishment. 

The hydrostatic burdens are both horizontal (tensions) and 

vertical (light) in nature. The parallel powers result from 

contrasts in inside and outside water surface rises. As the 

floodwaters rise, the higher water on the outside of the structure 

acts internally against the dividers of the structure. Essentially, 

however more uncommon, a fast drawdown of outside rising 

waters might bring about outward tensions on the dividers of a 

structure as the held indoor flood water attempts to getaway. 

Adequate sidelong tensions might make extremely durable 

redirections and harm primary components inside the structure. 

 

 
Fig. 19.  Harms because of floods 

The greatness of the hydrodynamic burdens is subject to the 

speed of the floodwaters and the state of the construction. As 

the hydrostatic tensions talked about before, these horizontal 

tensions related to the streaming water might be equipped for 

falling primary dividers or floor frameworks. Also, the net 

downstream power against the structure might move the 

structure from its establishment. 

Further fueling the actual powers applied straightforwardly 

to the construction, quickly streaming water may likewise scour 

the specks of dirt which support the establishment. While the 

rate and simplicity with which dirt will scour rely on many 

elements, sandy and delicate silty soils will by and large be 

more inclined to scour than firm earth soils. As the dirt is 

dissolved from around and under an establishment framework, 

the limit of the establishment is decreased. At last, this might 

prompt moving of the structure, a halfway breakdown of the 

underlying framework, or even a total breakdown of the design. 

Sway loads during flood occasions might be the immediate 

powers related to waves, as regularly experienced during 

beachfront flooding or the effect of drifting trash inside the 

floodwaters. Sway burdens can be particularly damaging on the 

grounds that the powers related to them might be a significant 

degree higher than the hydrostatic and hydrodynamic powers 

during the flood occasion. 

The accompanying underlying measures are by and large 

taken for flood assurance: Embankments, Floodwalls, ocean 

dividers, Dams and repositories, Natural Detention Basins, 

Channel/Drainage Improvements and Diversion of floods. 

2) Techniques that can be practiced while constructing 

Flood-safe structure strategies are utilized to lessen or 

dispense with the danger of future flood harm to structures. 

There are five noticeable flood-safe structure methods that each 

present their own interesting advantages and difficulties. 

 Building Elevation  

 
Fig. 20.  Raised structure 

 

The following best flood-safe structure procedure is to hoist 

the structure over the flood level. For new development, this 

should be possible by planning the structure so its least floor is 

situated at or over the flood level. For existing constructions, 

there are two or three unique ways of achieving this. We can 

truly lift the structure and fabricate a raised establishment 

framework under it. On the other hand, we can forsake a lower 

floor, or now and again, we can crush the structure altogether 

and assemble another raised structure as per nearby codes and 

principles. 
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 Dry Flood Proofing 

 

 
Fig. 21.  Dry flood proofing 

 

In the event that migrating or lifting the structure isn't 

practical, wet or dry flood proofing can diminish the danger of 

flood harm. Dry flood proofing strategies basically make the 

structure watertight by adding sealants to the dividers, 

safeguards to the openings, and optional seepage and siphons to 

eliminate the water that leaks inside the structure. This strategy 

is really great for cement or brickwork development with low 

degrees of flooding. Yet, it requires huge degrees of upkeep. 

 Wet Flood Proofing  

 

 
Fig. 22.  Wet Flood proofing 

 

Conversely, wet flood proofing strategies permit the water to 

enter the construction however use flood harm safe materials, 

hydrostatic openings, and assurance of key hardware and 

substance to restrict the harm. Wet flood proofing can be a 

successful and minimal expense strategy, nonetheless, there's as 

yet a lot of post-flood cleanups that should be finished. 

 Permanent Barriers  

The last flood safe structure strategy is to put an extremely 

durable boundary around the construction to keep rising waters 

from arriving at it. Profoundly. 

 

 
Fig. 23.  Permanent barriers 

Both floodwalls and tolls really do require critical upkeep. 

Also, levees will require a critical measure of land just as usable 

soil materials to develop them. 

 Work with Flood Resistant Materials 

Flood safe materials are those which can reach the end in 

touch with rising waters for no less than 72 hours without 

critical harm. Rising water can be both hydrostatic (standing 

water) and hydrodynamic (streaming water), and as a rule, will 

bring about uprooted establishment dividers, fell constructions, 

drifting gas tanks, scouring, and then some. 'Critical harm' 

proposes any harm requiring more work than cleaning or 

minimal expense restorative fix, like composition. To forestall 

these harms, flood safe materials should be solid and 

impervious to unnecessary moistness. Models incorporate 

concrete, coated block, shut cell and froth protection, steel 

equipment, pressure-treated and marine-grade compressed 

wood, fired tile, water-safe paste, polyester epoxy paint, and 

that's just the beginning. 

 Apply Coatings, Sealants and Waterproof Veneer 

There exist two distinct kinds of flood proofing: dry and wet. 

Dry flood proofing forestalls the section of rising waters, 

though wet flood proofing permits rising waters to go into the 

house. Coatings, sealants, and a waterproof facade have a place 

with the previous, as they keep water from arriving at the inside. 

A waterproof facade can consist of a layer of block upheld by a 

waterproof film, fixing the outside dividers against water 

infiltration. In the inside dividers, designers should involve 

launderable shut cell froth protection in regions beneath the 

flood level. Essentially, coatings and sealants might be applied 

to the establishment, dividers, windows, and entryways to 

forestall rising water from going into the house through breaks, 

as these openings are seldom intended to be watertight or 

oppose flood loads as they are. 

 Raise or Flood Proof HVAC Equipment and 

Mechanical, Plumbing, and Electrical System 

Components 

Finding administration hardware over the flood insurance 

level is by and large the most effective way to ensure it. Such 

gear incorporates warming, ventilating, cooling, plumbing 

machines, plumbing installations, channel frameworks, and 

electrical hardware including administration boards, meters, 

switches, and outlets. Electrical gear specifically might 

conceivably cause fires assuming short circuited. It is best that 

these parts are raised over the flood level, yet if vital, they might 

be intended to keep harm from flooding, regardless of whether 

through waterproof walled in areas, boundaries, defensive 

coatings, or different strategies to ensure weak parts. For exact 

necessities, planners ought to counsel civil codes. 

 Introduce Sewer Backflow Values  

Sewer reverse valves keep overflowed sewage frameworks 

from upholding into a home. In specific flood-inclined regions, 

this issue is normal and can cause harm that is both hard to fix 

and unsafe to inhabitants' wellbeing. By and large, door valves 

are like fold valves since they give a superior seal against flood 

pressure. 
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 Super Implant Leevs  

 

 
Fig. 24.  Securing urban communities by the Implant Structure utilizing 

huge distance across individuals 

 

The development of a super levee for flood control around a 

huge city causes enormous expenses and significant time 

because of the way that a wide region of the city should be 

redeveloped. The Super Implant Levee won't be harmed by 

liquefaction or flood on the grounds that a ceaseless divider 

composed of high-inflexibility huge breadth individuals is 

introduced in a current levee. Since the nonstop divider can be 

introduced in a very space-restricted area, the land confronting 

a waterway and that behind the levee can be utilized viably. The 

levee keeps up with its capacity regardless of whether exposed 

to the impacts of a catastrophic event and in like manner can be 

additionally utilized for framework, for example, transport 

organizations and crisis clearing offices. 

We Lease Levees: New period sees a shift from "super-

durable" designs to "practical" structures. 

 

 
Fig. 25. 

 

The suitable primary individual from the Implant Structure 

that is embedded into the ground is effortlessly introduced and 

eliminated, so the establishment area and length can be changed 

effectively, making it a capacity arranged practical 

construction. At the point when a levee is harmed, it tends to be 

briefly fixed by promptly introducing a useful substitution. 

After the levee has been forever fixed, the impermanent levee 

is taken out and moved to another site. Thus, a rent levee can 

give its levee capacity to a necessary time span and when it is 

required. 

 Implant Raking Pile Revetment", with Reinforcing of 

the Function of Rivers and Waterways 

Seawall development for streams and streams is a significant 

business for flood control, water use, and so forth It is ideal to 

have a slanted revetment, which has less ground tension from 

behind, contrasted with upstanding revetment, and has the 

advantages of keeping the stream pace of the waterway 

consistent, and making vegetation revetment more 

straightforward. Notwithstanding, it is hard to fabricate a 

slanted surface straightforwardly with heap material utilizing 

ordinary techniques, with many issues like a square (stone) 

holding dividers requiring a great deal of muddled transitory 

work, being reliant upon the climate and general climate, delays 

in the development time frame, and optional catastrophes. The 

answer for that is Implant Raking Pile Revetment, in which 

underlying individuals with vegetation work are squeezed in 

askew. 

 

 
Fig. 26.  Development of elite execution raked revetment without 

transitory work 

D. Cyclone  

India is a country in South Asia that is bounded by the 

Arabian Sea, the Indian Ocean, and the Bay of Bengal, on 

average around 2 to 4 tropical cyclones impact India every year, 

while most of these tropical cyclones impact the east coast of 

the Indian states of West Bengal, Odisha, Andhra Pradesh, and 

Tamil Nadu. The West Coast of India is less prone to cyclones 

with one cyclone out of 2 to 4 hitting the west coast with the 

majority of them attacking the state of Gujarat, Maharashtra, 

Goa, Karnataka, and Kerala. 

Cyclones have customarily been a peculiarity held for the 

Bay of Bengal due to the low pneumatic force. Cyclones of 

extreme force and recurrence in the North Indian Ocean are bi-

modular in character, with their essential top in November and 

auxiliary top in May. The calamity potential is especially high 

during landfall in the North Indian Ocean (the Bay of Bengal 

and the Arabian Sea) because of the going with damaging wind, 

storm floods, and heavy precipitation. Of these, storm floods 

cause the most harm as seawater immersed low-lying areas of 

seaside districts and causes heavy floods, disintegrates sea 

shores and dikes, obliterates vegetation, and diminishes soil 

fertility. hurricanes, portrayed by disastrous breezes, heavy 

precipitation, and tempest floods disturb ordinary existence 

with the peculiarities of floods because of the uncommon 

degree of precipitation and tempest flood immersion into inland 

regions. 

1) Damages caused to structure 

Tornadoes, similarly as seismic tremors and other 

cataclysmic events can be extremely harming for lodging and 

foundation. The accompanying kinds of harm is generally 

noticeable: 

Rooftop: Building failure because of the cyclone is for the 

most part restricted to the rooftop. The Gable finished rooftops 

are more at risk to harm the hip rooftops; large shades likewise 

experience more harm and can be effortlessly blown away. 

Masonry: Failure Masonry Walls of buildings, parapets and 

compound walls, including cracks in walls at comers; collapse 

at foundation level is due to cyclonic storms. Houses with thick 

mud walls are damaged the most, leading to cr-nicks in wall 

intersections and around door openings, extending from t11e 

foundation to the top plate. 
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Fig. 27.  Damages due to cyclone 

 

2) Techniques that can be practiced while constructing 

 After studying various papers and researches, there are no 

such particular technologies or instruments to avoid the 

damages caused by cyclones. But there are many traditional 

practices that are used while constructing a structure that 

reduces its effects.  

 Planning Aspect 

I. Site Selection  

Site selection is a crucial factor in designing a cyclone 

resistant building. The breeze, having high speed with rotatory 

movement, moves toward the path from ocean to land. In the 

non-cyclonic districts where the transcendent solid wind 

heading is grounded, the region behind a hill or a hillock ought 

to be liked to accommodate regular safeguarding. Essentially, a 

column of trees established upwind will act as a safeguard. 

 

 
Fig. 28. 

 

Wind flows natural barriers like a row of trees on the 

windward side can be used to resist or limit the impact of wind. 

Make sure that the trees are kept away at a distance of 1.5 times 

the height of the tree from the building so that to avoid damage 

if the tree is broken by the wind. 

In hilly areas avoid constructions along ridges and prefer 

valleys which generally experience low wind speed (sometimes 

long narrow valleys wind may gain high speed). 

 

 
Fig. 29. 

 

Also, in cyclone-prone areas (in which the site is nearer to 

coastal), it is recommended to construct the buildings in raised 

earth mounds or cross bracing up to maximum surge level. This 

is to reduce the risk of inundation. In cyclonic regions close to 

the coast, a site above the likely inundation level should be 

chosen. 

II. Orientation & Plan Forms 

 

 
Fig. 30. 

 

If longer shapes are used, they must be designed to withstand 

the forces of the wind. Most houses are rectangular and the best 

layout is when the length is not more than three times the width. 

In case of the construction of a group of buildings, a cluster 

arrangement can be followed in preference to row type. 

 

 
Fig. 31. 

 

III. Design Considerations  

We do have command over the state of new structures and 

shape is the main single component in deciding the performance 

of structures in cyclones. Straightforward, minimal, balanced 

shapes are ideal. The square arrangement is superior to the 

square shape since it permits high breezes to circumvent them. 

The square shape is superior to the L-formed arrangement. It is 

not necessarily the case that all structures should be square. Yet, 

it is to say that one should know about the ramifications of plan 

choices and make a proper move to counter bad highlights. The 

best shape to oppose high breezes is a square. 

a) Roofs  

Lightweight flat roofs are easily blown off in high winds. In 

order to lessen the effect of the uplifting forces on the roof, the 

roof Pitch should not be less than 22º. Hip roofs are best, they 

have been found to be more cyclone resistant than gable roofs. 

 

 
Fig. 32. a.  Pictorial representation of design 

 

General Design Considerations:  

1. Keep away from a low-pitched rooftop, utilize a hip 

rooftop or a sharp peak rooftop. 

2. Try not to overhang rooftops. Assuming that shades or 

shelters are wanted, they ought to be supported by ties 

held to the primary constructions. 

3. Keep away from openings which can't be safely shut 
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during a typhoon. Where openings are now in 

presence, cyclone shutters ought to be given. 

Shades, porches and verandahs experience high wind 

pressures and ought to be kept short and little. Stay 

away from enormous shades as high wind power 

develops under them. 

4. Overhangs more than 18 inches at eaves and 

verandahs should be avoided. 

5. Assemble verandah and deck rooftops as discrete 

constructions rather than expansions of the primary 

structure. 

6. They might fall over without harming the remainder of 

the house. 

 

 
Fig. 32. b.  Pictorial representation of design 

 

IV. Structural Element 

a) Foundation  

The foundation is the part of the house which moves the 

heaviness of the structure to the ground. It is fundamental to 

develop an appropriate foundation for a house as the security of 

a structure relies essentially upon its foundation. Structures 

typically have shallow foundations on solid sandy soil and 

profound establishments in liquefiable or extensive clayey 

soils. It is positive that data about soil type be gotten and gauges 

of safe bearing limit produced using the accessible records of 

past developments nearby or by appropriate soil examination.  

(i) Effect of surge or flooding: Invariably a cyclonic storm is 

accompanied by torrential rain and tidal surge (in coastal areas) 

resulting in flooding of the low-lying areas. The tidal surge 

effect diminishes as it travels on shore, which can extend even 

up to 10 to 15 km. Flooding causes saturation of soil and in this 

manner essentially influences the protected bearing limit of the 

dirt. In flood inclined regions, the protected bearing limit ought 

to be taken as half of that for the dry ground. Additionally, the 

probability of any scour because of subsiding flowing flood 

should be considered while settling on the depth of foundation 

and the security works around a raised ground utilized for 

finding cyclone shelters or different structures. 

(ii) Buildings on stilts: Where a building is constructed on 

stilts it is necessary that stilts are properly braced in both the 

principal directions. This will provide stability to the complete 

building under lateral loads. Knee bracings will be preferable to 

full diagonal bracing so as not to obstruct the passage of floating 

debris during storm surge. The main types of foundation are: 

Slab or Raft Foundation: 

 Used on soft soils.  

 Spread the weight over a wider area 

 
Fig. 33.  Representation of slab foundation 

 

Strip Foundation:  

 Used for areas where the soil varies. 

 Most common.  

 Supports a wall. 

 

 
Fig. 34.  Representation of strip foundation 

 

Stepped Foundation:  

 Used on sloping ground.  

 Is a form of strip foundation. 

 

 
Fig. 35.  Representation of stepped foundation 

 

Pile Foundation:  

 Are deep foundations for small or large buildings.  

 Under reamed piles often used in expansive clay or 

alluvial soils. 

 

 
Fig. 36.  Representation of pile foundation 

 

Pad Foundation: 

 Used on firm soil.  

 Used for columns & poles  
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Fig. 37.  Representation of pad foundation 

 

b) Masonry Walls  

External walls all external walls or wall panels must be 

designed to resist the out of plane wind pressure adequately. 

The lateral load due to wind is finally resisted either by walls 

lying parallel to the lateral force direction (by shear wall action) 

or by RC frames to which the panel walls must be fixed using 

appropriate reinforcement such as seismic bands at window 

lintel level. 

 

 
Fig, 38.  Pictorial view of masonry wall 

 

Strengthening of walls against high wind/cyclones. For high 

winds in cyclone prone areas, it is found necessary to reinforce 

the walls by means of reinforced concrete bands and vertical 

reinforcing bars as for earthquake resistance. 

 

c) Wall Openings  

Openings overall are areas of shortcoming and stress 

fixation, yet required basically for light and ventilation. Coming 

up next are suggested in regard of openings. 

 

 
Fig. 39. 

 

i. Openings in load bearing walls ought not to be inside a 

distance of h/6 from inward corner to offer parallel help 

to cross walls, where 'h' is the story height up to eave level. 

ii. Openings just below roof level should be avoided except 

that two small vents without shutter should be provided in 

opposite walls to prevent suffocation in case the room gets 

filled with water and people may try to climb up on lofts 

or pegs.  

iii. Since the failure of any entryway or window on the wind- 

ward side might prompt adverse uplift pressure under the 

rooftop, the openings ought to have solid holdfasts just as 

a shutting/locking plan. 

 

d) Glass Panes 

 
Fig. 40. 

 

Aside from rooftops, the components requiring the most 

consideration are windows and entryways. Glass windows and 

entryways are, obviously, entirely helpless against flying items 

and there are a significant number of these in tornadoes. The 

method for decreasing this issue is to give all around planned 

thicker glass sheets. Further, plan of action might be taken to 

decrease the board size to more modest aspects. Additionally, 

glass sheets can be reinforced by gluing slight film or paper 

strips. This will help in holding the garbage of glass sheets from 

flying if there should arise an occurrence of breakage. It will 

likewise present some damping in the glass boards and diminish 

their vibrations. 

3. Conclusion  

Existing innovations could convey to disaster manager’s 

significant new data items that could save lives, diminish harm 

to property, and decrease the ecological effects of catastrophic 

events. Continued upgrades in innovation should assist with 

making data all the more generally, rapidly, and dependably 

accessible and at less expense. 
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